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Abstract: We consider a slightly adapted version of the general equilibrium model with

possibly nonconvex production technologies presented by Villar (1994). Typical for such

models is that the behaviour of a producer is modelled by a pricing rule that relates market
prices and production vectors - a combination to which we refer as the market condition -

with a set of acceptable prices for this producer. We prove the existence of a path of market

conditions that links any arbitrarily chosen market condition with an equilibrium market

condition. At an equilibrium market condition all markets are cleared and all producers

accept the market prices. The adjustment of the market prices and production quantities

along the path can be given some economic interpretation as a tatonnement process. Along

this process the market prices are adjusted according to the sign of the excess demands on

the underlying markets, and the production quantities according to the difference between

market prices and acceptable prices. The existence theorem holds for any semi-algebraic

version of the model, i.e. all sets and mappings in the model can be described by polyno-

mial (in-)equalities.  Any path connecting the initial market condition with an equilibrium

market condition can be approximated arbitrarily close by applying a simplicial algorithm.

By restarting this algorithm in a different market condition, we may find more than one

equilibrium.

Key words General equilibrium, nonconvex production, semi-algebraic economy,
globally convergent adjustment process, simplicial algorithm.
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1 Introduction

We consider a standard model of an exchange economy with nonconvex production tech-

nologies that is based on Villar (1994) w h e r e , given a combination of market prices and

production vectors, - a combination to which we refer as a market condition -,  each con-

sumer determines his utility maximizing bundle of commodities and each producer deter-

mines whether the market price vector is acceptable to him or not. The behaviour of the

producer is therefore modelled by a pricing rule that relates a set of acceptable price vectors

to every market condition. In an equilibrium market condition the market prices clear the

commodity markets and they are acceptable to all the producers.

In order to justify the use of any equilibrium concept in an economic model, it is relevant

to provide an underlying dynamic motivation, for example by proving the existence of a

tatonnement process that results in this equilibrium. Our main theorem states that, start-

ing from any market condition, there exists a path of market conditions converging to an

equilibrium, under the assumptions that the model is semi-algebraic. The latter condition
roughly means that all sets and functions in the model can be described by poiynomial (in-)

equalities. We remark that the analysis remains valid if all sets and functions are finitely

sub-analytic (see Blume and Zame (1992)).

The path of market conditions can be interpreted as being generated by a tatonnement

process. The adjustment of the market prices resembles the price adjustment process intro-

duced in van der Laan and Talman (1987). Along the path of market conditions generated

by the price-quantity adjustment process, the market prices of the commodities in excess

demand (excess supply) are maximal (minimal) relative to their initial value, while the mar-

ket prices of the commodities in equilibrium are allowed to vary between this lower and

upper bound such as to keep these markets in equilibrium. The adjustment of the produc-

tion quantities is similar. Each producer compares the market price vector with his nearest

acceptable price vector. We refer to the latter price vector as the producer’s reference price.

If the market price of a commodity is higher (lower) than the corresponding reference price

for a producer, then the production quantity of this commodity in his production technol-

ogy is kept relatively maximal (minimal). If the market price of a commodity equals the

corresponding reference price, then its production quantity in this producer’s technology

is allowed to vary between this lower and upper bound such as to keep the market price

acceptable.

In this way we have explicitly formulated a price-quantity adjustment process, contrary



to Brown (1991) and Villar (1994) hw o only informally mention such a process. Another

adjustment process for this type of economy is given in Kamiya (1988). This process initially

adjusts the production quantities until all producers face acceptable prices. Subsequently,

the markets are brought into equilibrium while keeping the prices acceptable for all produc-
ers. The path generated by this adjustment process can be approximated by a simplicial

algorithm, as explained in Kamiya (1991).

The path of market conditions generated by our price-quantity adjustment process can be

approximated by applying the simplicial algorithm introduced in Doup and Talman (1987).

This algorithm and the fact that the process can be started anywhere allows us to compute

possibly more than one equilibrium. In this respect we improve upon Kamiya (1988) where

the set of initial market conditions is limited. The ability to compute more than one equi-

librium obtains its relevance from policy analysis and the occurrence of inefficient equilibria.

We state the model in Section 2. Section 3 then describes the price-quantity adjustment

process and provides our main convergence theorem, while we also address the problem

of practically following the path. Finally, in Section 4 we illustrate the performance of

the algorithm in two simple examples where the producer’s behaviour is characterized by

respectively marginal cost pricing and average cost pricing. In these examples, we show that

our algorithm can find all equilibria.

2 The model

Let us first introduce some notation. For any integer Ic > 0, 1k  denotes the set { 1, . . . , Ic},

IR:  (R!)  denotes the nonnegative (nonpositive) orthant of the k-dimensional Euclidean

space, whereas lR:+ denotes its strictly positive orthant. For any subset A c R”,  int(A),

bd(A), and co(A) denote the interior, the boundary, and the convex hull of A respectively,

and they are defined with respect to the affine hull of A. The vector with all components

equal to zero is denoted by 0, and e denotes the vector with all components equal to one. The

dimension of these vectors will be clear from the context. The n-dimensional unit simplex

{Z E nt”,”  1 eTZ  = l} is denoted by S”.

In this paper we use the concept of semi-algebraicness. A semi-algebraic set in Rk  is a

finite union of sets of the form

.
b E Rk I f&) = 0,. . . J&c> = 0; Q(X) < 0,. . . ,)&) < O},
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where fh,  h E 1,  U {0}, and oh, h E Id U {0}, are polynomials with real coefficients. Let A
and B be semi-algebraic sets. The correspondence F : A + B is semi-algebraic if its graph
is a semi-algebraic set. For more details on the concept of semi-algebraicness, we refer to
Blume and Zame (1992).

We consider an exchange economy E  with n + 1 commodities, c consumers, and m producers,

indexed by !,  i, and j respectively. The commodity prices are represented by a price vector

P E q+’  \ (0).
Each producer j is characterized by a tuple (Yj,  @),  where the set Yj c IR”+l  denotes

-.
his production set and the mapping $1 denotes the pricing rule that describes his economic

behaviour. A production plan of producer j is represented by a vector yj E Yi. We assume

that Yj is closed, 0 E Yj,  and Yj satisfies free disposal, i.e. Yj -  lRy+i  c Yj.  Under these

assumptions, the set of weakly efficient production plans for producer j equals bd(Yj).  The

whole economy’s production plan is given by the m(n+  1)-tuple y = (y’, . . . , y”) E Y, where

Y denotes nj  YJ.  Hence, the set of economically relevant production plans in the economy

equals nj  bd( Yj).

In the sequel, a market condition consists of a price vector p E IRY”  \ (0)  and a production

vector y E nj  bd(Yj).  Producer j’s pricing rule @ : (lR:‘i  \ (0))  x flj bd(Yj)  -+ IRy”  \ (0)

relates the market condition (p, y) to the set @(p,  y) of p rice vectors being acceptable to pro-
-.

ducer j. We assume that, for each producer j, the pricing rule 4” is an upper hemicontinuous

correspondence with nonempty, closed, and convex values.

The current definition of a pricing rule is a generalization of well-known pricing rules

such as marginal (cost) pricing and average cost pricing. Under a marginal (cost) pricing

rule, a price vector is acceptable to producer j at production vector yj E bd(Yj)  if yj fulfills

the first-order conditions for profit maximization at this price vector p. The marginal (cost)

pricing rule can then be denoted by a mapping MC” : bd(Yj)  t  lRy+i  \ {o},  defined for

producer j as

MC”(Yj)  = {P E Hl”;tl  \ (0)  1 p E Jv&(yj)},

where A&, (yj) d enotes the Clarke normal cone to bd(Yj)  at yj (see Quinzii (1992)).

The average cost pricing rule states that all prices where producer j makes zero profits,

i.e. breaks even, at production bundle yj E bd(Yj) are acceptable to producer j. This pricing

rul:  can be denoted by a mapping AC”  : bd(Yj)  + Ry’i  \ {o},  for producer j given by

AC”(yj)  = {p E lR;+l \ (0)  1 pTy  = 0).
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Each consumer i is characterized by a tuple (X”, ui,wi),  with Xi  c R??+l  his consumption

set, ui : Xi ---f  lR+ his utility function, and wi  E lRy+r his initial endowments. More specif-

ically, consumer i is assumed to have a consumption set Xi  = lRt+r , a continuous, strictly

quasi-concave, and strictly monotone utility function u’, and a vector of initial endowments
wi  >> 0.  The distribution of the initial endowments over the consumers is denoted by w =

(WI,... , w”).  The total endowments in the economy are denoted by W = C;“=,  wi.

Let the set of attainable allocations in the economy be given by

A = (x,y)  E It’!“+‘) xYj-&c’-w<gyj
i=l j=l

Then we assume that, for every z = (IC’,  . . . , P) E lF$“+l), the set of attainable productions

of producer j is compact. This implies that it is not possible for producer j nor for the whole

economy to obtain an unlimited amount of production out of a finite amount of inputs.

Consumer i acts as a price taker and maximizes his utility given his wealth, which

is described by the continuous function ri : (lRT+l  \ (0))  x R m(n+l) + IR,  defined by

qp,  y) = pT(wi  + cc=,  Q/j), where 19;  denotes the share of consumer i in the profits of

producer j.  Of course it holds that C;  13:  = 1 for all j E  I,.  Notice that for certain

market conditions some producers make negative profits leading to an empty budget set

{xi  E Ety+l  1 phi  5 ?-i (p, y)}. We then follow Villar (1994) by defining the mapping

ij : (lR”+f’  \ (0))  x bd(Y) + R”(“+‘) which associates with any market condition (p, y) the

set of vectors t = (t’, . . . , t”) E lR”(“+l)  solving

mint Ilt - yll2
s.t. ?(p, t) 2  0, Vi E  I,. (24

The optimization problem in (2.1) contains a convex and closed constraint set since its

constraints are linear in t, while its objective function is strictly convex in t.  Hence, there

exists a uniquely determined and continuous solution &I,  y) = ($(p,  y), . . . , r(p,  y)). Let

ri : (lR;+l  \ (0))  x bd(Y) + R be such that fi(p,  y) = ?(p,  ~(p,  y)).

Next, Villar (1994) considers the set of attainable allocations

d = {(Lx,  y) E Ry+l) x bd(Y)  12~~  - W L ‘&+(p,y),  p E  nt”,” \ um
i=l j=l

which is, under the assumptions made, a nonempty  and compact subset of lR(“+“)(“+‘).  Let

K be a closed cube in lRn+r
,.

which contains the projections of A on the production sets
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and consumption sets in its interior. Following Villar (1994) we can then construct the

compactified set of relevant production vectors Fj,  j E I,, and consumption sets &,  i E I,,

by taking the intersection of bd(Yj)  with K: respectively of Ry’+’  with Ic. The compactified

set F  denotes the intersection of bd(Y) with K.
We now obtain that, given any market condition (p, y) E (Ry+’  \ (0))  x .7=‘,  consumer i

solves

maX,i Ui ( Xi)

s.t pTxi 5 ryp,  y )

zi  E Ye.

(2.2)

This optimization problem results in a continuous demand function cti : (RT+’  \ (0))  x
nj  Fj  + R”+’ for each consumer i.  Aggregation over all consumers results in the market

excess demand function z : (RT+’  \ (0))  x nj  Fj  + R”+l  defined by

Z(P, Y> = 2 ct”(P7  Y> - 5 8(P,  Y> - w.
i=l j=l

Observe that z is continuous in the market conditions and homogeneous of degree zero in

the market prices (.Z(Xp,  y)  = Z(p,  y) for all X > 0), it satisfies Walras’  Law (pTZ(p, y) = 0

for all market conditions (p, y)) and the desirability assumption (if pp  = 0 then &(p,  y) > 0

for each commodity e).

The economy can be characterized by E  = { ( ui,ui)~=,  , (Yj,p,  (ef)~zl)~zl}.  Due to the

homogeneity of z only relative prices matter, so we may restrict the commodity prices to S”.

The market condition (p*, y*) E S”  x nj  Fj  constitutes an equilibrium in E if the market

prices p”  clear the commodity markets and all producers approve of the market prices p’,

i.e.

i) Z(P*,Y*>  5 0 (Market Equilibrium)

i i )  p’  E n,m,l@(p*,y*) (Production Equilibrium), (2.3)

with ?j(p*,  y*)  = y*. Villar (1994) p roves that there exists an equilibrium (p*,  y*) in the econ-

omy E under

Condition V: Every consumer in E obtains a positive wealth under any market condition

constituting a production equilibrium.



Let i equal the radius of Ic, and take Ii’  > i.  Following Kamiya (1988),  we then derive

that there exists a homeomorphism &-  from S”  to a subset of bd(Yj)  containing Fj,  whose

inverse is given by

Observe that the vector 0 E Fj  is related to the barycentre of S”  and that .7=j  is projected

into the interior Sn of S”. Notice also that, for any qj  E S”, a relatively high value of qje

indicates that commodity e is an output of the production process of producer j,  whereas a
relatively low value of qje  indicates that commodity ! is an input of the production process

of producer j.
Take bK = (bi-, . . . , bE>,  S = IIjm=,Sn, and A = S”  x S. Now, any relevant market condi-

tion is related to a tuple (p, q) E  A. D e f ine, for each producer j,  the mapping

$k  : A + S”  with &(p,  q) = @(p,  bK(q)),  and similarly the mapping gK  : A + lR”(“+i)

with a&,  q)  = g(p, h-(q)). S ince  the set of attainable allocations is compact, the bounded

losses assumption, which is explicitly made in Villar (1994),  appears more or less en-

dogeneously. Furthermore, the compactification leads to a continuous demand function
d:,  : A + Rnfl for each consumer i. Next we obtain the market excess demand function

zh- : A + Rn+i  defined by

.a-(P,  q) = e MP, d - 2 di-(P7  4) - w7
i=l j=l

that is continuous, satisfies Walras’ Law and the desirability assumption. For ease of notation

we will suppress the use of Ii’  in our notation.

3 The price-quantity adjustment process

From now on we assume a compactified economy. In order to define our price-quantity ad-

justment process let, for producer j, the mapping ~3 : A + S”  be defined by +(p, q) =

arg  mingE4J(p,q)  lb - Pll2- Fo r any market condition (p, q) E A, d(p,  q) denotes producer j’s

reference price in @(p,  q). It is uniquely determined due to the convexity of @(p,  q). Further-

more, let the mapping I :  A + ll?,(“+‘)(“+‘)  be defined by I’(p, q) = (z(p,  q), (p - d(p,  q))y&)  .
.



Then, given any initial market condition (p’,  q”)  E int(A),  we define the set P(p”,  QO;  I’)  as

the set of market conditions (p, q) E A satisfying, for each commodity .&

if Z&I, q) < 0 then mink “k/P:  = “‘lpi

if Z&I, q)  = 0 then mink pk/*;  2 “lpi 5 maxk pklP;

if z&,  q) > 0 then “/$ = maxk pk/p;

and, for each producer j, (3.1)

if pe  -  n&I,  q) < 0 then mink q3k/  II‘>k
= Qf/  o

43f
if pe  -  &p,  q) = 0 then mink q3k/q;,  < q3t/q;(  5 maxk q’k/q;k

if pe  -  rj(p, q) > 0 then q3’/q;, = maxk ““/g;, ,

with mink pk/P;  = mink qJ”/g;,  .

Theorem 3.1. Let the economy E = { (ui,wi)f=r,  (Yj,  @, (8j)~=r)~=r}  satisfy Condition V.

Furthermore, the utility functions u’, i E I,, the production sets Yj,  j E I,, and the pricing

rules @,  j E Im, are semi-algebraic, and satisfy all conditions stated in Section 2. Then,

for any market condition (p”,  q”)  E int(A),  there exists a path ij E P(p”, q”;  I’) connecting

(p”,  q”)  with an equilibrium market condition (p*,  q*) E int(A).

Sketch of the proof: The proof in fact mimics a similar proof in van den Elzen (1997),  so

we confine ourselves to stipulating some details which are specific to the theorem here.

First we observe that the set P(p”, q”;  I?) is a finitely analytic set. The semi-algebraicness

of Yj results in the semi-algebraicness of @. The construction of g entails the minimization

of a semi-algebraic expression over a semi-algebraic set, which makes g semi-algebraic. Then

also the wealth functions ri are semi-algebraic. The consumer problem is thus described by

semi-algebraic functions and sets. From this we derive that the individual demand functions

d”,  i E I,, and the market excess demand function z are semi-algebraic. Similarly, 7rj  is semi-

algebraic due to the semi-algebraicness of +j. Obviously, the restrictions on the relative

prices and production quantities are given by linear inequalities and therefore lead to semi-

algebraicness of (3.1).

Next we take a sequence {G”};I=r  fo simplicial subdivisions of A with a grid size that

converges to zero. We replace I’ by its piecewise linear approximation rGh  on each simplicial

subdivision Gh in this sequence. Although I? may not be a continuous mapping due to

+ possibly not being continuous, rGh  is continuous and well-defined for each simplicial
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subdivision Gh in the sequence. Consecutively applying the simplicial algorithm introduced

in Doup and Talman (1987) using lexicographic pivoting to compute a stationary point of

PGh on A results into a sequence of paths {ph}r=r  with ph c P(p”,  Q’; I’,,)  for all h 2 1

connecting the starting point (p”,  q”) with a stationary point (ljh,Gh)  of FGh on A. While

zGh + z (h + oo),  there exists an upper hemicontinuous mapping +j = limsuphdoo .rrih.

This mapping ii-j  depends on {P”}&.  F ur thermore, due to the upper hemicontinuity of @,

it follows that ?j(p,q)  &  @(p,q)  for each (p, q) E A. Then, as argued in van den Elzen

(1997),  t he 1 imes superior of the sequence of paths {P”};t=,,  ?, is a connected subset of

P(p”,  q”;  I?)  and contains the starting point (p”,  q”)  and a stationary point (p*,  q*) of F on A.

For more details on this part of the proof, see Herings  (1997). Due to the semi-algebraicness

of  P(P”,  q”; n p.. is also path connected, i.e. j contains a path p connecting (p”,  q”)  and

(P’, Q*)*
Notice that the stationary point (p’, q’) 1 ies in int( A). Suppose not. Then for some com-

modity e,  ‘;/Pi = mink Pi/ppo,  = 0 or ‘;‘/9;,  = mink q;k/q;b  = 0 for some producer j.  Due to

the ‘desirability’-property of the excess demand function, ze(p*,  q”)  > 0 if p; = 0, which

contradicts the conditions in (3.1). H ence, z(p*,  q*) = 0 and p’ >> 0, so (p*,  q*) E bd(A)

constitutes a market equilibrium with 4;fe = 0 for some commodity e and some producer j.

But the construction of the inverse homeomorphism ti prohibits this since Fi  is projected

into the interior of S”. Therefore (p*,  q*) E  int(A)  and contains an equilibrium. 0

The path p can be interpreted as a tatonnement  process in the following way. Along

p relative market prices P’/p;  are kept minimal (maximal) for those commodities ! which

are in excess supply ( excess demand). The relative market prices P’/p;  of the commodities e

whose markets are in equilibrium are allowed to vary between their lower bound mink Pl;lp;

and their upper bound maxr,  J’klp;  in order to keep these markets in equilibrium for as long as

possible. As soon as the relative market price on a market in equilibrium reaches its upper

(lower) bound, the equilibrium is disturbed and the market is brought into excess demand

(excess supply).

Given market conditions (p,  q) E A, each producer j compares the market price vector p

with his reference price vector d(p, q).  Suppose pe  -  ri(p, q) < 0 (pe -  rf(p,  q) > 0). This

means that producer j obtains less (more) than he considers acceptable if commodity e is an

output of his production technology while, if commodity ! is an input in his production tech-

nology then this means that he pays less (more) for this input than he considers acceptable..
Producer j then prefers to have a relatively low (high) quantity of output commodity e in

8



his production technology, while he prefers to have a relatively high (low) quantity of input

commodity .!  in his production technology. Following the interpretation of J&  mentioned in
the previous section, the auctioneer therefore decides to keep q~f/~;~,  which corresponds to

the relative production quantity of commodity ! in the production bundle of producer j,

minimal (maximal) compared to the other commodities. Suppose pe  -  $(p, Q)  = 0. Then

producer j considers the market price pe  acceptable and the auctioneer decides to keep this

price acceptable for as long as possible by allowing q~t/~,~o to vary between its lower and upper

bound.

In order to compute an equilibrium in E,  one should find a way to approximately follow

the path p.  One way to do this has already been suggested in the proof of Theorem 3.1.

By consecutively applying the algorithm of Doup and Talman (1987) for a sequence of

simplicial subdivisions {Gh}fzl,  1 5 H < 00, with smaller and smaller simplices, we ob-

tain an arbitrarily accurate approximation PGH  in P(p”,  4’;  I’,,)  of p. This approximating

path PGH  connects the initially announced market condition (p”,qo)  E int(A)  with an ap-
proximating equilibrium (p*‘,  q*‘)  E  int(A).  As Doup and Talman (1987) show, the path

ijh  c P(p”,  q”;  I’,,)  can be generated by performing a sequence of lexicographic linear pro-

gramming pivoting steps. In a similar way we can find alternative equilibria. We illustrate

this in the next section.

4 Two examples

We consider an economy E = { (u, w),  (Y, $)} consisting of two commodities, one consumer,

and one producer. The consumer has a utility function u(zi,z2)  = X~X: and initial en-

dowments w = (6,3) T. The production technology of the producer is described by the set

Y = (Yi n Y2)  U Ys,  with

6 = {(Yl, y2) E IR- x Et+  1 y-2  5 fi},

J-2 =  UYl,YZ)  E  R-  x  R+  1 y2  5 $(-yl)“},
y 3  =  {(m/2)  E R+ x  lR_  1 y1  5 -y2}.

Yi exhibits decreasing returns to scale, Y2  increasing returns to scale, and Ys  constant returns

to scale. Figure 4.1 provides an illustration of the production set Y. Observe that Y satisfies

all’assumptions made in Section 2.

9



Y2

Yl

FIGURE 4.1: The production set Y consists of all pro-
duction vectors on and to the left of the curve.

In this example, we can take F = {y E  bd(Y) 1 -6 5 y1  5 3) as the set of relevant

production vectors, since for production vectors outside this set there does not exist a market

equilibrium. The economy does not contain enough resources to sustain such production

vectors. The excess demand function z of the consumer is given by

Z(PT  Y)  =
-2Pl(6+Y~)+P2(3+Y2)  2~1(6+y+p@+y2)

3Pl
7

3~2

The set .F is the intersection of bd(Y) and a cube with radius 6 around the origin. Let

A’  = 8 to construct a mapping b  such that

projects the set of relevant production vectors 3 on the convex and compact subset S’ :=

-IQ  E 6s  I & 5 q1 5 g}  of int(Si). U sing b we can transform the excess demand function

z ihto the mapping z.

10



Concerning the producer’s behaviour we assume that c$  is given by the marginal cost pricing

rule MC : bd(Y) + 9.  In this example we obtain

if ~1  <  -2fi then  MC(Y) = { (1+2h1  e&)T}7

if y1  = -2s  then MC(y) = cone
{( 1+:qTP  is&IT  ’ CT%,  i&T,‘}  ’

if -2fi  < yi  < 0 then m(y)  = { ($$-,  &)T},

if yi = 0 then MC(y) = cone { (0, VT,  ($  i)‘},

Using b we can transform the mapping MC into a mapping MC: S’ + S’. In combination

with z we obtain IMC  as IMC  = (z, p -  r)  , with r(p,  4)  the reference price in MC(q). In Figure

4.2, we have drawn the market equilibrium curve ME := {(p, 4)  E A 1 zi(p,  Q)  = zz(p,  Q) = 0}

and the production equilibrium curve PE := {(p, Q)  E A 1 p E MC(Q)}.

There exists an excess demand for commodity 1 (2) in all market conditions in int(A)

lying above (below) the market equilibrium curve ME. The sign pattern of p - ~(p,  q) in

any market condition (p, Q)  E int(A) is straightforward. The intersections of the two curves

ME and PE, A = ((0.4,0.6)‘,(0.36,0.64)‘>,  B = ((0.22,0.78)T,(0.48,0.52)T),  and C =

((0.2, O.EgT,  (0.5,0.5)9, p rovide the equilibria in the economy E under marginal cost pricing.

The market condition C constitutes the pure exchange equilibrium, since Q’ = (0.5, 0.5)T

corresponds to a production vector yc  = 0. Furthermore, q* = (0.36, 0.64)T  corresponds to a

production vector y* = (-2fi,  s)T,  whereas qB = (0.48, 0.52)T  is related to a production

vector yB  = (-0.546, 0.075)T.

For (p”,qo) = ((0.6,0.4)T,(0.2,0.8)T),  the set P(p”,qo;  I’,,) consists of the paths p&  =

(as, al,  a2,  as, A) connecting as = (p”,qo) E int(A)  with the equilibrium A, and Pit  =

(C, cl,  ~2, B) connecting the pure exchange equilibrium C with equilibrium B. The price-

quantity adjustment process starting in as generates pit. Under this initial market condition,

the consumer’s excess demand is z(p”,  q”) = (0.77, -1.155)T urging an increase in the market

price of commodity 1 and a decrease in the market price of commodity 2. The producer is ini-

tially requested to produce y”  = b(q”)  = (-5.4, 2.3)T a prices p”.  According to the marginalt

cost pricing rule however, only the reference price vector ~(p’,  q”)  = (0.177, 0.823)T  is consid-

ered as acceptable to the producer when producing y”. Since py  = 0.6 > 0.177 = rl(po,  q”)
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for input commodity 1 and pi = 0.4 < 0.823 = n2(p”,  a”) for output commodity 2, the quan-

tity of input commodity 1 in the production process is kept relatively low by increasing q1

from q: and the quantity of output commodity 2 in the production process is kept relatively

low by decreasing q2 from q 20. Thus, && leaves as towards the vertex ((l,O)‘,  (l,O)T) of A.

q11 0.00

0.16

0.36

0.69

1 .oo

P E

ME

1 .oo 0 . 5 0.00

- Pl

FIGURE 4.2: P(p", q"; I',,), where uo  = (p",qo) = ((0.6,0.4)T,(0.2,0.8)T),
consists of the paths p&  = (~,a~,  uz,us,A)  and Pit  = (C,cl,c2,  B) .
P(p’,  ql; I’,,), where fs  = (p’,  ql) = ((0.8, 0.2)T,  (0.6, 0.4)T),  consists of the
paths PA, = (f0,f1,f2,C) and  &  = (A,m,g,B)-

The market condition al = ((0.63, 0.37)T,  (0.26, 0.74)T) contains a market equilibrium as

al E ME. Subsequently the market conditions are adjusted in such a way that the com-

modity markets stay in equilibrium for as long as possible. To this end pl is lowered.
from its upper bound (~2 is raised from its lower bound) until market condition u2  =

12
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((0.53,0.47)T,  (0.29,0.71)T)  is g enerated. The conditions on Q haven’t changed, hence Q

is adjusted as described in the preceeding paragraph.

At u2  the relative market price of commodity 1 (2) hits its lower (upper) bound, i.e.

it becomes equal to the relative minimum (maximum) of the production quantities. In
order to fulfil the conditions in (3.1) they are kept equal to this lower (upper) bound and

to this end the commodity markets are disequilibrated. The process moves towards a3  =

((0.48,0.52)T,(0.36,0.64)T)  , hw ere commodity 1 is in excess supply and commodity 2 is in

excess demand. Again, the conditions on Q haven’t changed, hence 4 is adjusted as described

before.

In us, p E MC((0.36, 0.64)T), i.e. the producer accepts the market prices p. Subsequently,

in Figure 4.2, 4 is kept constant in order to keep the market prices acceptable for the producer.

The conditions on the market prices p haven’t changed in as,  hence p is adjusted as before.

The path generated by the adjustment process moves towards A. In A, (p*,q*)  E ME and

(p”, q”)  E PE, hence p& stops in the equilibrium A, where the agents engage in actual

trade. Notice that +(p, Q) = $(p, 4)  for all (p, q) E p&.

If one chooses the initial market conditions (p',ql) = ((0.8,0.2)T,  (0.6,0.4)T),  then there

exists a path in P(p', ql; I’,,) connecting (p', ql) E int(A) with the pure exchange equilib-

rium C, namely the path p&  = (fs,  fi,  f2, C) where fc = (p',q'),  fi = ((0.5,0.5)T,(0.75,0.25)T),

and f2 = ((0.5, 0.5)T,  (0.5, 0.5)T).  The end point C of pAc is also an end point to the path

Pi, c P(p", q"; I’,,). By following this path Pi,, one also finds equilibrium B. Hence, in

this way we are able to find all equilibria in E.

Observe that the price-quantity adjustment process introduced in Kamiya (1988) cannot

be started in p", since there does not exist a q such that p" E $(p", Q).  For such a reason,

Kamiya (1988) pim oses  the conditions p” E {t E S’ 1 0.386 < tl < 0.5) and q" = (0.5,0.5)T

on the initialization of his price-quantity adjustment process. Under all these conditions

on the initialization, Kamiya (1988) finds the pure exchange equilibrium C. Hence, this

example illustrates that Kamiya (1988) can only start in a limited set of market conditions,

and therefore only finds equilibrium C in Figure 4.2.

As a second example we assume that the producer now behaves according to the average

cost pricing rule AC : bd(Y) + S’. For the production set Y,  this definition reduces to the

foil-owing  conditions,
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if YI 5 -2ti then E(Y) = { (&$, .+)‘},

if -2fi 5 yr < 0 then x(y) = {(e, &-,‘} ,

if y1  = 0 then AC(y) = Si,

if y1  > 0 then x(y) = {(a, $)‘}  ,

which we transform into a mapping AC: S’ + S1 using b. In Figure 4.3 we have again drawn

the market equilibrium curve ME and the production equilibrium curve PE := {(p, Q)  E

A I P E AC(Q)) in A. The intersections of these curves, A = ((0.4, 0.6)T, (0.36, 0.64)T),  B

= ((0.33,0.67)T,(0.40,0.60)T), and C = ((0.2, 0.8)T, (0.5, 0.5)T), provide an equilibrium in

E under average cost pricing. The market conditions C again constitute the pure exchange

economy equilibrium as these market conditions contain no production.

9’  0.00

0.16

0.36

7

PE

ME

0 .oo

- Pl
.

FIGURE 4.3: P(pl,ql;I'AC), where co = (pl,q') = ((0.8,0.2)T,(0.6,0.4)T),
consists of the sets pit = (co, cl, ~2, cs, C) and Pit = (A, f, B).
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Now, P(p’,  ql; L> consists of the sets pi,  = (cg,  ci,~,cs,  C) and F$  = (A,f,B).  p:,  has

three end points, the starting point co,  the pure exchange equilibrium C, and a market

condition cs.  Kamiya (1988) imposes an extra condition on the definition of average cost

pricing in order to force his adjustment process to end up in C. Namely, he takes AC(Q)

equal to MC(Q) which, in this example, is given by the set {p E  S’ 1 pi 5 f}. Notice that, if

we follow the proof of Theorem 3.1 by computing an approximating stationary point of IGh

on A for a sequence { Gh}r!, o simplicial subdivisions of A, with mesh converging towardsf

zero, we obtain a sequence of piecewise linear paths starting in co  and converging to the path

pAc = (co,  cl,  c2,  C) which is a subset of &&.

Notice that 7i  is given by +(p, q) = { (0.5, 0.5)T}  for all (p, q) E pi,  such that q1 > 0.5,

and +(p,q) = co({(0-5,0a5)T7  (0,  lJT})  C  $(P,  4) for all (p,q)  E  p.&  such that q1  = 0.5. It’s

this feature which makes pi,  end up in the pure exchange equilibrium C, and not in cs.
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